Impact of naturalistic smartphone positioning on acoustic measures of voice\textsuperscript{a)}
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\textbf{ABSTRACT:}

Smartphone technology has been used for at-home health monitoring, but there are few available applications (apps) for tracking acoustic measures of voice for those with chronic voice problems. Current apps limit the user by restricting the range of smartphone positions to those that are unnatural and non-interactive. Therefore, we aimed to understand how more natural smartphone positions impacted the accuracy of acoustic measures in comparison to clinically acquired and derived measures. Fifty-six adults (11 vocally healthy, 45 voice disordered, aged 18–80 years) completed voice recordings while holding their smartphones in four different positions (e.g., as if reading from the phone, up to the ear, etc.) while a head-mounted high-quality microphone attached to a handheld acoustic recorder simultaneously captured voice recordings. Comparisons revealed that mean fundamental frequency (Hz), maximum phonation time (s), and cepstral peak prominence (CPP; dB) were not impacted by phone position; however, CPP was significantly lower on smartphone recordings than handheld recordings. Spectral measures (low-to-high spectral ratio, harmonics-to-noise ratio) were impacted by the phone position and the recording device. These results indicate that more natural phone positions can be used to capture specific voice measures, but not all are directly comparable to clinically derived values. © 2023 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nearly 1/3 of the United States population will encounter voice problems (dysphonia) at some point in their lives (Roy \textit{et al.}, 2004; Roy \textit{et al.}, 2005). Dysphonia is characterized by a variety of symptoms, including hoarseness, throat clearing, fatigue, discomfort, and difficulty communicating (Misono \textit{et al.}, 2014). All of these obstacles can contribute to psychosocial distress and, in many scenarios, can even impact the individual’s ability to meet the demands of their occupation (de Medeiros \textit{et al.}, 2012; Misono \textit{et al.}, 2014).

The evaluation and treatment of voice disorders often require multiple healthcare visits over several weeks (Wood \textit{et al.}, 2014), months (Johns, 2003; Krause \textit{et al.}, 2022), or years (Simonyan \textit{et al.}, 2021; Yang \textit{et al.}, 2022), depending on the patient’s diagnosis. The general course of intervention involves an initial office-based instrumental assessment (e.g., laryngeal stroboscopy) for diagnosis and then repeated office visits to assess progression and/or receive treatment, such as voice therapy. Therefore, clinical monitoring of voice progress (or deterioration) is necessary to determine an appropriate clinical intervention schedule and guide clinical decisions. However, there are few ways for patients and clinicians to determine optimal treatment follow-up schedules; thus, they rely on pre-selected follow-up timeframes (e.g., 3 months) or patient-initiated follow-up for a self-perceived change in their vocal baseline. Patient reports of vocal severity are only, at best, moderately related to more objective measures of voice (e.g., voice acoustics, aerodynamics; Awan \textit{et al.}, 2014; Gillespie \textit{et al.}, 2014) and only provide a partial picture of the patient profile. This can lead to either unnecessary follow-up visits or delayed intervention by waiting too long for clinical treatment. Not only do unnecessary visits increase healthcare costs (Berwick and Hackbarth, 2012), but also delayed clinical intervention can lead to unwanted disease progression and potentially more dire health consequences (e.g., airway obstruction; Costa \textit{et al.}, 2020).

At-home voice monitoring that includes acoustic measures of voice may provide more information to patients and clinicians when determining office follow-up and/or intervention timing. In recent years, healthcare has transformed to involve remote health monitoring to provide more patient-centric care from home (Layfield \textit{et al.}, 2020; Majumder and Deen, 2019). Digital health resources can support patients who reside in remote locations (Jennett \textit{et al.}, 2003; Layfield \textit{et al.}, 2020; Philips \textit{et al.}, 2019; Wolfe \textit{et al.}, 2020), are susceptible to infection (Hakim \textit{et al.}, 2020; Layfield \textit{et al.}, 2020), or lack...
A. Acoustic recording considerations

Clinicians follow specific microphone distance and positioning standards to accurately record measures of acoustic amplitude, frequency, quality, and duration (Patel et al., 2018). Current guidelines recommend that the microphone be placed a consistent distance from the mouth (i.e., 4–10 cm for head-mounted microphones) and at an angle of 45°–90° from the lips (Patel et al., 2018). Microphone-to-mouth distances are critically important because it has been well-established that distance impacts signal amplitude, in which the amplitude is attenuated when the microphone is moved further away from the sound source. Low frequencies are differentially impacted because they are attenuated at different rates depending on the distance of the microphone (i.e., proximity effect; Švec and Granqvist, 2010). On the other hand, microphone position (angle) influences how aerodynamics, such as high frequency aspiration and affrication noise, impact the acoustic signal (Price and Sataloff, 1988). Subsequently, microphone distance and placement can affect amplitude- and spectral-based voice measures like vocal intensity, harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), and low-to-high (L/H) spectral ratio.

Decisions about the appropriate location of the microphone may depend on the acoustic recording environment. Clinical voice recordings are conventionally acquired in a quiet room or sound booth to ensure an adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR; Bottalico et al., 2020; Švec and Granqvist, 2010), calculated as the signal intensity minus the noise intensity (Maryn and Zarowski, 2015). Current guidelines recommend that the acoustic signal be a minimum of 15 dB higher than the background noise (Patel et al., 2018) but preferentially 30 dB higher to ensure an accurate extraction of acoustic perturbation measures and 42 dB higher to reach 99% accuracy in measure detection (Deliyski et al., 2005). Subsequently, microphone distance can be leveraged as a strategy to improve signal amplitude and ensure an appropriate SNR. An adequate SNR can be accomplished at microphone distances of 30 cm as long as there is a relatively low level of background noise (i.e., <40 dBA; Švec and Granqvist, 2010). Reducing the microphone-to-mouth distance to 10 cm would continue to allow for an adequate SNR in louder environments in which background noise reaches up to 50 dBA (Dejonckere et al., 2001).

Replicating these noise and distance standards during remote acoustic acquisition on personal smartphones is important for reliable acoustic estimation. A study by Maryn et al. (2017) investigated the impact of background noise levels on common clinical acoustic measures of voice across different smartphone platforms (i.e., iOS, Android, Windows). Pre-recorded voice samples were played over a loudspeaker at a fixed distance of 10 cm and 45° angle from the smartphone’s microphone in a sound booth, with various levels of additive noise. Results showed that fundamental frequency (fn) was the most resistant to background noise across all platforms. Conversely, measures of cepstral peak prominence (CPP) and HNR were significantly lower when background noise levels were greater than 47 and 56 dBA, respectively, compared to values obtained with a background noise level of 20.5 dBA.

In addition to accounting for background noise, it may be difficult to control the location and distance of the microphone from the speaker in the home setting. To date, there are no published guidelines for smartphone placement during voice recordings, resulting in variable recommendations for phone holding positions. An app by van Leer et al. (2017) calculated CPP, fn, and jitter during home voice practice. The researchers instructed the participants to hold the phone approximately 20 cm from the mouth during tasks. However, information regarding how participants were able to measure and maintain this distance at home was not described. Grillo et al. (2016) examined differences between smartphone recording devices and a stationary head-mounted microphone, each placed 4 cm from the mouth (with smartphones parallel to the floor) in 20 vocally healthy adults. They reported that this smartphone position resulted in values comparable to those acquired on the stationary microphone for frequency, perturbation (e.g., jitter), and quality measures. Current directions for their app, known as VoiceEvalU8, recommend using a 4 cm measuring stick to facilitate a consistent phone distance and placement directly in front of the mouth.

Close microphone distances, such as 4 cm, reduce the naturalistic component of smartphone voice recordings and may be unrealistic for patients to regularly achieve outside of the clinic. Holding the phone at a comfortable distance and angle enables users to view the screen while using the recording app. In this way, patients could interact with the screen and view speech stimuli (such as when asked to speak a standardized reading passage), instead of needing to memorize or read the sentences from a separate source during recordings. Moreover, fixed-distance acquisition assumes a steady hand and ability to maintain a specific posture over the course of a recording. These physical demands may not be possible for individuals with neurological or motor impairments, such as those with essential tremor and
Preliminary studies have shown that the use of smartphones for communication can impact voice quality, potentially due to factors such as microphone distance and position. These factors can affect parameters such as L/H ratio, CPP, and HNR. It is essential to understand how these variables impact voice quality, especially in the context of Parkinson’s disease. Therefore, it is critical to understand how patients interact with and hold their phones to ensure adequate reliability when using phone recordings and phone holding patterns.

B. Purpose

To attain reliable acoustic estimates of voice from smartphone recordings, more information is needed on user variation during typical smartphone interactions. Therefore, this project aimed to evaluate how variation in phone holding position impacted voice quality in patients with Parkinson’s disease. This project was performed to determine the impact of smartphone positioning on voice quality, as this information is not currently available in the literature.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Participants were recruited prospectively from January to June 2022 from the Robin Cotton and Rocco dal Vera Professional Voice, Swallowing, and Airway Center at the University of Cincinnati Medical Center and the Voice and Swallow Mechanics Lab at the University of Cincinnati. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was acquired prior to enrollment (IRB#2021-0724), and all participants provided informed consent prior to participation.

A total of 56 participants completed the study protocol [28 cisgender women, 2 transgender women, 26 cisgender men; aged 18–80 years; mean (M) = 53.8 years, standard deviation (SD) = 19.2 years]. Of these, 11 participants were vocally healthy, and 45 participants were diagnosed with a voice disorder by a laryngologist through a formal clinical visit. A range of voice diagnoses were captured, including 20 with neurogenic disorders (e.g., vocal tremor, laryngeal dystonia), 12 with benign lesions (e.g., vocal fold nodules), 7 with neoplastic lesions (e.g., laryngeal cancer, recurrent respiratory papillomatosis), and 6 with functional disorders (e.g., muscle tension dysphonia).

B. Voice questionnaire and dysphonia ratings

Participants self-reported the degree of their voice impairment via the Voice-Related Quality of Life (V-RQOL; Hogikyan and Sethuraman, 1999). This standardized, validated ten-item questionnaire assesses the impact of voice problems on daily quality of life using a Likert scale. A statement rating of 1 indicated that the statement is “not a problem,” and a rating of 5 indicated the “problem is as bad as it can be.” The sum of the questions (out of a total score of 50) is then transformed to a 0–100 scale, in which a score of 100 indicates no impact of voice problems on daily life, and an overall score of 0 indicates the greatest possible problem.

Participants also rated overall dysphonia, defined as the “global, integrated impression of voice deviation” (Kempster et al., 2009), by placing a single mark on a 100-mm visual-analog scale. A rating toward the left side of the scale (0) indicated no vocal deviation, whereas a score toward the right side of the scale (100) indicated severe vocal deviation. The mark was measured with a ruler to the nearest mm, and the final rating was placed in an Excel sheet.

C. Procedure

Participants were seated in a comfortable position in a quiet room. The ambient noise of the room was measured via a sound pressure level (SPL) meter, showing an average sound level of 37.4 dBA. Participants were then fitted with a headset microphone (C555L, Shure, Niles, IL) placed 8.5 cm from the center of the lips, 45° from midline. The headset microphone was attached to a hand-held recorder (H4N, Zoom, Tokyo, Japan) to acquire a high-quality acoustic signal at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bits. The headset microphone was calibrated to dB SPL by playing a pure tone of 1000 Hz from a smartphone app (Frequency Generator for Android; Sonic for iOS) placed at the lips while dB SPL was measured at the headset microphone via a sound level meter.

Participants then downloaded a voice recording app on their personal smartphone1 (Voice Recorder or RecForge II for Android; Voice Recorder Pro for iOS). Settings of the smartphone app were adjusted to sample at a minimum of 22,050 Hz2 and output audio files in a wave format (.wav). This format was chosen to mitigate the compression that can occur during smartphone audio acquisition and archiving of files (Cavalcanti et al., 2023; Vogel and Morgan, 2009). Then simultaneous recordings were made on the personal smartphone and the handheld recorder to directly compare the two recorded acoustic signals.

To understand how phone position impacted voice acoustics, four positions were assessed (Fig. 1): Ear, holding the phone to the ear, as if speaking on the phone [Fig. 1(A)]; Reading, holding the phone in front of the face, as if reading from it [Fig. 1(B)]; Speaker phone, holding the phone as if on speaker phone [Fig. 1(C)]; Controlled distance, holding the phone 8.5 cm directly in front of the mouth, parallel to the floor [Fig. 1(D)]. The distance of 8.5 cm was chosen because this is the size of a typical identification or credit

1 For Android, Voice Recorder Pro for iOS.
2 For Android, 44.1 kHz, 16 bits; for iOS, 48 kHz, 16 bits.
card and would be an item a patient could use to measure the mouth-to-phone distance outside of the clinic. The position of the phone directly in front of the mouth was used because this is the current recommendation from Grillo et al. (2016). The distance from the participant’s mouth to the phone was also measured for the Reading and Speaker phone positions to describe the distances each speaker naturally used for these positions. All participants completed recordings in all four positions, but the positions were randomized for each speaker to mitigate any order effects.

Speech tasks consistent with those completed during standard voice evaluations were completed in each phone position. These tasks included (i) sustained vowel /a/ for 5 s (referred to as “vowel,” here forward); (ii) sustained vowel /a/ for as long as possible (referred to as “maximum phonation”); and (iii) the second and third sentences of the rainbow passage (referred to as “read speech”).

D. Acoustic extraction

Voice acoustic measures were chosen based on current recommendations for acoustic measures for voice evaluation (Patel et al., 2018) and the standard practices of the University of Cincinnati Professional Voice, Swallowing, and Airway Center. The measures included mean $f_o$ (Hz), MPT (s), HNR (dB), CPP (dB), and L/H spectral ratio (dB). See Table I for a complete list of measures extracted from each speech task.

Vocal intensity was not a target smartphone measure in this study because it has already been established that microphone distance and directionality impact signal amplitude (Svec and Granqvist, 2010). However, we did extract vocal intensity (dB SPL) from the handheld recordings, to ascertain whether participants altered their vocal intensity when the phone position changed. That is, we measured vocal intensity to verify that participants were not speaking louder because the phone was held further away.

1. Mean $f_o$, MPT, HNR, and vocal intensity

Means of measure $f_o$, MPT, HNR, and vocal intensity were determined via Praat (Boersma, 2001), a free, open source software used in research and clinical practice. Two trained technicians met training criteria of inter-rater reliability standards [intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) > 0.90] on targeted acoustic measures, prior to extracting experimental data. Each technician extracted acoustic measures from half of the participants. Acoustics were extracted from both the smartphone recordings and from the handheld recordings, except for intensity that was only measured for the handheld recordings.

First, pitch ranges were set based on the gender of the participant. For women, a range of 90–500 Hz was used, whereas for men, a lower range of 60–300 Hz was applied. Rarely, pitch settings needed to be adjusted to ensure accurate pitch estimation and prevent aliasing. Next, technicians followed a protocol for extraction for each speech task. For sustained vowels, the mid-portion of the vowel was determined through visual inspection of the waveform and spectrogram. The mid-portion (approximately 3 s in the 5-s sample) was chosen to reflect vowel steady-state and to eliminate phonatory onset/offset behaviors. For maximum phonation, the entire vowel segment was selected to measure MPT and extract additional pitch, quality, and intensity measures of mean $f_o$, HNR, and vocal intensity, respectively. Finally, the entirety of the two rainbow sentences was selected to extract acoustic measures. The “voice report” function was used to determine mean $f_o$, HNR, whereas the highlighting time-measurement capability of Praat was employed to measure MPT. The “get intensity” function was used to measure vocal intensity. All vocal intensity measures were further corrected using the known intensity measured with the sound level meter during the calibration procedure described above.

Following initial data extraction, inter- and intra-rater reliability was determined on targeted acoustic measures.
from ~10% of samples (six participants) more than 2 months later. Technicians were blinded to previous extractions. Inter-rater reliability was deemed “excellent” across measures (Koo and Li, 2016), with ICC = 0.98, 0.99, and 0.98 for mean fo, HNR, and MPT, respectively. Intra-rater reliability was determined via Pearson correlation coefficients for each measure and rater, with “excellent” reliability as well (average r = 0.98, range = 0.91–0.99).

2. CPP and L/H ratio

Analysis of Dysphonia in Speech and Voice (ADSV; version 4.0), a proprietary software used in research and clinical practice, was used to extract measures of CPP and L/H ratio from the sustained vowel and read speech tasks. First, settings were adjusted to reflect the gender of the speaker, in which a frequency range of 90–500 Hz was used for women and a range of 60–300 Hz was used for men. Default ADSV settings were applied, including a spectral window size of 1024, frame overlap of 75%, and seven-frame averaging. Data were downsampled to 22 050 Hz, as opposed to the default value of 25 000 Hz. The L/H cutoff ratio was set to 4000 Hz (Hillenbrand et al., 1994), and vocalic detection was turned “on.”

Next, the ADSV “Sustained Vowel” protocol option was applied when extracting CPP and L/H ratio from the vowel productions, and the “Rainbow Passage” protocol option was applied when extracting the same measures from the read speech task. Like extraction guidelines for PRAAT, the mid-portion of the vowel (i.e., middle 3-s) was identified by a trained technician. The entire read speech task was selected and used for the analysis.

Following data extraction, 10% of samples (six participants) were blindly re-extracted for reliability purposes. Inter-rater reliability was deemed “excellent” (Koo and Li, 2016) with CPP ICC = 0.98 and L/H ratio ICC = 0.99. Intra-rater reliability was also “excellent,” with an average r = 0.97 (range = 0.95–0.99) across raters for the two measures.

E. Statistical plan

1. Participant and sample characteristics

Summary data were provided to describe the sample, including average V-RQOL scores and CAPE-V dysphonia ratings. Two-sample t-test comparisons were made between Android-based and iPhone users for the continuous variables of age, V-RQOL scores, and CAPE-V dysphonia ratings. A paired t-test was calculated to compare mouth-to-phone distances for the Reading and Speaker phone positions. Finally, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to assess whether vocal intensity varied by phone position (Ear, Reading, Speaker phone, Controlled distance), task (vowel, maximum phonation, read speech), and their interaction (phone position x task). Effect sizes were calculated as partial eta square (η²) and interpreted based on the recommendations of Cohen (Witte and Witte, 2017). Post hoc analyses were completed using Tukey’s test for paired comparisons. Significance was set to p < 0.05 for each model and comparison. All statistics were completed in Minitab (version 20.2).

2. Acoustical analyses

Mixed-effects models were analyzed for each acoustic measure. Fixed effects were recording device (smartphone, handheld Zoom recorder), phone position (Ear, Reading, Speaker phone, Controlled distance), and speech task (vowel, maximum phonation, read speech), with a random effect of “participant.” Two-way interactions were analyzed for fixed effects. The continuous covariates of background noise and CAPE-V dysphonia rating were accounted for in each model. Significance was set to p < 0.05 for all variables, and each model coefficient of determination was reported (R²adj). If indicated, Tukey’s post hoc analyses were completed with significance again at p < 0.05, as Tukey’s test adjusts for family-wise error at the time of the analysis.

All models were checked for model assumption (e.g., normality of residuals), and no data transformations or adjustments were required, except for the variable MPT. MPT required a square root transformation to meet normality criteria (Anderson–Darling test, p > 0.05). Models were further adjusted based on the specific acoustic measure analyzed. For example, MPT was only measured for the maximum phonation task, so the fixed variable “speech task” was not included in that model as there were no MPT measurements for sustained vowel or read speech. Likewise, CPP and L/H ratio were only extracted from the vowel and read speech tasks, so in these models, there were only two levels for the fixed variable “speech task.”

3. Missing data

Mean fo and HNR could not be determined from four participants because PRAAT’s pulse function was unable to consistently track vocal cycles. Therefore, these analyses only include 52 participants. These four participants each had overall dysphonia ratings of 100 mm, indicating that they represented some of the most severe voices in our sample. CPP and L/H ratio were not able to be calculated in three instances (two from the phone and one from the handheld). One participant with instances of missing CPP and L/H ratio was the same who was also missing mean fo and HNR (dysphonia rating of 100 mm), whereas the other had to do with an error in that particular recording (dysphonia rating of 4 mm). There were no missing MPT values.

III. RESULTS

A. Participant characteristics

Participants reported a wide range of V-RQOL scores (0–100), with an average score of 67.3 (SD = 27.9). The overall dysphonia ratings on the CAPE-V were an average of 57.5 mm, (SD = 36.9 mm, range = 0–100 mm). A total of 12 participants had typical voices, 6 had mild dysphonia, 11 had moderate dysphonia, and 27 had severe dysphonia, as classified via the severity rating labels on the CAPE-V form.
See Fig. 2 for a distribution plot of V-RQOL and auditory-perceptual ratings.

A total of 33 participants had iPhones, and 23 participants had Android-based phones. Participants with Android-based phones represented a significantly older demographic with an average age of 61.0 years (p = 0.010). Participants with Android-based phones also had significantly more severe dysphonia ratings (p = 0.022) and trended toward having lower V-RQOL scores compared to those with iPhones, although this was not significant (Table II).

In general, the Reading position had lower mouth-to-phone distance variability and range (M = 27.7 cm, SD = 5.9 cm, range = 15–43 cm) compared to the Speaker phone position (M = 28.8 cm, SD = 11.6 cm, range = 13–61 cm). However, the average distances were not statistically different from one another (p = 0.524).

A repeated measures ANOVA was calculated to understand how vocal intensity may have changed by phone position and task. All measures were taken from the stationary headset microphone. Results showed a significant impact of phone position (p < 0.001; \( \eta_p^2 = 0.03 \), small effect size) and speech task (p < 0.001; \( \eta_p^2 = 0.21 \), medium-to-large effect size) on vocal intensity, but no interaction effect (p = 0.837). Tukey’s post hoc analysis revealed that the Ear (86.76 dB SPL) and Controlled distance (87.36 dB SPL) positions were not significantly different from one another (p = 0.213). The Speaker phone (85.93 dB SPL), and Reading (86.56 dB SPL) positions were both significantly lower than the Controlled distance position; however, they were not significantly different from the Ear position. The read speech task resulted in significantly lower vocal intensity (84.50 dB SPL) compared to both the vowel (87.28 dB SPL) and maximum phonation (87.14 dB SPL) tasks.

### B. Mean \( f_0 \)

The mixed-effects model showed no significant impact of recording device (p = 0.669) or phone position (p = 0.518) on mean \( f_0 \); however, the main effect of speech task was significant (p < 0.001) with post hoc testing showing that the mean \( f_0 \) of the read speech task was significantly lower (154.81 Hz), compared to both vowel (161.38 Hz) and maximum phonation (162.69 Hz). No significant interaction effects were found, and the covariates of background noise and CAPE-V rating were not significant as well. The variance accounted for by all variables was 88% (\( R^2_{adj} = 0.88 \)). See Table III for acoustic averages by recording device and speech task.

### C. MPT

There was no impact of recording device (p = 0.931) or phone position (p = 0.332) on MPT, as well as no interaction effect (p = 0.962). Background noise did not significantly impact MPT (p = 0.624), but CAPE-V rating was a significant covariate (p = 0.012), in which a higher CAPE-V rating resulted in lower MPT (\( \beta = -0.008 \)). The \( R^2_{adj} \) of the model was 0.93.

### D. Spectral measures: HNR and L/H ratio

HNR was impacted by the variables of recording device (p < 0.001), phone position (p = 0.001), and speech task (p < 0.001). Interaction effects of recording device \( \times \) phone position (p = 0.010) and recording device \( \times \) speech task (p = 0.033) were also significant (Fig. 3); however, phone position \( \times \) speech task was not (p = 0.892). Background noise was not a significant covariate (p = 0.284), but CAPE-V rating was significant (p < 0.001), with higher CAPE-V ratings leading to lower HNR values (\( \beta = -0.108 \)). Variables accounted for 79% of the variance in the model (\( R^2_{adj} = 0.79 \)).

**Post hoc** analysis of interaction effects showed that all handheld recordings resulted in significantly higher HNR compared to all smartphone recording positions; however, within the smartphone recording positions, the Ear position (14.02 dB) was significantly higher than the Reading (12.50 dB) and Speaker phone positions (12.29 dB) but the same as the Controlled distance (13.14 dB). HNRs from both the vowel and maximum phonation tasks were significantly greater for the recordings captured on the handheld compared to the smartphone (all p < 0.001). HNR for the read speech task was lower compared to all other tasks, but differentially, with handheld HNR from read speech (12.52 dB) still being significantly greater than smartphone HNR read speech (9.88 dB).

L/H ratio was also impacted by recording device (p < 0.001), phone position (p < 0.001), and speech task (p = 0.001). Further interaction effects of recording device

---

**TABLE II.** Participant demographics by phone type. *, significant differences between Android and iPhone users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Android-based mean (range)</th>
<th>iPhone mean (range)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>61.0 (34–79)</td>
<td>48.7 (18–80)</td>
<td>0.010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysphonia rating (mm)</td>
<td>70.7 (0–100)</td>
<td>48.3 (0–100)</td>
<td>0.022*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-RQOL score</td>
<td>60.1 (0–100)</td>
<td>72.3 (25–100)</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
phone position \((p < 0.001)\) and phone position \(\times\) speech task \((p = 0.034)\) were found, but there was no significant interaction effect of recording device \(\times\) speech task \((p = 0.654)\). Background noise was not a significant covariate \((p = 0.567)\), whereas CAPE-V rating was significant \((p < 0.001)\). Once again, results showed that as CAPE-V ratings increased, L/H ratio decreased \((\beta = -0.082)\). The variance accounted for in this model was 76\% \((R^2_{\text{adj}} = 0.76)\).

Similar to HNR results, the L/H ratios from handheld recordings were significantly higher than those from smartphone recordings. The Ear position showed the highest L/H ratio values (33.54 dB), and the Controlled distance showed the lowest values (28.53 dB) for the smartphone [Fig. 4(A)]. Post hoc analysis of phone position \(\times\) speech task showed L/H ratio from the Ear position for the vowel was significantly higher than all other conditions. Controlled distance read speech was significantly lower than Ear position read speech and Reading position vowel [Fig. 4(B)].

### E. CPP

CPP was significantly different between recording devices \((p < 0.001)\), with smartphone CPP being lower (6.68 dB) than CPP obtained from the handheld (7.93 dB). CPP was also significantly lower by speech task \((p < 0.001)\), with CPP from read speech (5.61 dB) being lower than vowel CPP (9.00 dB). These findings drove an interaction effect of recording device \(\times\) speech task \((p = 0.046)\). Post hoc testing of the interaction effect showed that CPP was significantly different across each condition. That is, the vowel task on the handheld (9.51 dB), the vowel task on the smartphone (8.49 dB), the read speech task on the handheld (6.34 dB), and the read speech task on the smartphone (4.87 dB) showed significantly different CPPs from one another. There was no impact of phone position \((p = 0.169)\) or background noise \((p = 0.891)\) on CPP measures, as well as no other two-way interactions. CAPE-V rating was a significant covariate in the model \((p < 0.001)\), with higher CAPE-V ratings resulting in lower CPP values \((\beta = -0.064)\). The variables accounted for 83\% of the variance in CPP \((R^2_{\text{adj}} = 0.83)\).

### 1. Secondary analysis

To further investigate the impact of recording device on CPP, a mixed linear regression model between all values obtained from the phone and handheld were analyzed (with “participant” as a random factor), resulting in a model

![FIG. 3. (Color online) Interaction plots for HNR. (A) Interaction of recording device \(\times\) phone position. (B) Interaction of recording device \(\times\) speech task.](https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0020176)
$R^2_{adj} = 0.97$, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. A line of best fit equation was calculated for all data, revealing a 1.29 dB offset.

IV. DISCUSSION

We evaluated the impact of smartphone position on acoustic measures of voice, with a focus on more naturalistic positions that are often used in daily phone communication. We examined five acoustic measures that provide important information about vocal pitch, duration, and quality that are commonly monitored during clinical voice evaluation and treatment. Our results found that three of the five measures were not impacted by phone position and may be appropriate for interactive apps and at-home health monitoring.

First, consistent with our hypothesis and previous research (Maryn et al., 2017), mean $f_o$ and MPT were robust measures that were not impacted by phone position. This was expected due to the time-based nature of the measures and the relatively quiet rooms that the recordings were captured in. However, contrary to our hypothesis, we also determined that CPP was not impacted by phone position either. This was unexpected due to the known effects of vocal intensity on CPP, in which speaking more loudly (Awan et al., 2012) or with additional effort (Rosenthal et al., 2014) has been shown to increase CPP values. We investigated the potential for vocal intensity to vary based on phone position, finding only a small amount of change (~1 dB SPL) across positions. This small change is reflective of natural variation found in speech (Brown et al., 1976), instead of purposeful changes in loudness brought on by phone position. Thus, vocal intensity was likely not a factor influencing measures across phone positions and did not impact acoustic measures in our study.

Still, the CPP results must be interpreted in the context of the smartphone vs handheld comparison, in which CPP values were still significantly lower on the smartphone. Further investigation into this relationship showed a strong correspondence between the two recording devices ($R^2_{adj} = 0.97$) but an offset of ~1.3 dB. Therefore, it would not be appropriate to compare absolute CPP between the smartphone and clinically derived values, but the relative change in CPP would likely be consistent. Comparing relative CPP measured over time on the same smartphone by the same user could be used to objectively assess temporal changes in vocal function. This has potential clinical implications in terms of assessing a patient’s response to treatment, since CPP has been shown to be sensitive to auditory-perception of overall dysphonia (Heman-Ackah et al., 2014) and breathiness (Hillenbrand et al., 1994). Future studies should evaluate the test-retest reliability of CPP from the same user cued for the same holding position over several days.

Our other hypotheses were supported when both HNR and L/H ratio were impacted by phone position and recording device, increasing the likelihood of inaccuracies when using a natural smartphone position. These findings support the need for controlled mouth-to-phone distances for specific voice measures, as has been noted in the on-going work by Grillo and colleagues. The VoiceEvalU8 app requires a consistent mouth-to-microphone distance of 4 cm for all acoustic recordings and has shown that measures of pitch (e.g., mean $f_o$, $f_o$ SD), perturbation (e.g., jitter, shimmer), and quality (e.g., noise-to-harmonics ratio, CPP) could be accurately recorded on smartphones as long as the same smartphone and off-app processing software were used over time (Grillo et al., 2016).

To our knowledge, we are some of the first to examine naturalistic phone holding behaviors and their impact on
acoustic outcomes. The average distance participants held the phone from the mouth was about 28 cm for both the Reading and the Speaker phone positions. This is consistent with previous studies that have quantified the average distance phones are held from the eyes for viewing, showing a range of 29–36 cm (Bababekova et al., 2011; Boccardo, 2021; Long et al., 2017). Still, previous studies have reported a large range of distances (Bababekova et al., 2011; Boccardo, 2021), which we also observed here. The range for the Speaker phone position showed distances up to 61 cm, whereas the furthest distance for the Reading position was only 43 cm. Moreover, many participants also placed the phone down on the table and/or toward their laps when advised to use the Speaker phone position. Given this information, we recommend the Reading position over the Speaker phone position due to the closer, and potential for more consistent, placement in front of the face/mouth, as well as allowing for an interactive app design during voice acquisition.

With the possible range of mouth-to-phones in mind, the recommendation for voice acquisition in a quiet room becomes even more important for home-based monitoring. With a 30 cm mouth-to-phone distance, background noise should not exceed 40 dBA to preserve an adequate SNR for the majority of acoustic measures of voice (Svec and Granqvist, 2010). In the present study, the average background noise of the quiet room was 37.4 dBA, but the upper end of the range was 46.3 dBA, which is consistent with other reports of background noise levels in clinical rooms (Bottalico et al., 2020). Although recordings were made in a quiet room, these noise levels may be of particular concern for the measurement of CPP. CPP measured via a smartphone placed 10 cm from the sound source was significantly lower at higher background noise levels (47 dBA) compared to those made in a quieter sound booth (20.5 dBA; Maryn et al., 2017). When adjusted for a 30 cm mouth-to-microphone distance, as was the average distance during the naturalistic Reading position, CPP would then be significantly lower when background noise level reaches 37 dBA. This could be one explanation for the lower values noted during phone-based recordings in our study. Our preliminary investigation into background noise showed that it was not a significant factor in the CPP model; however, background noise was not controlled or evaluated at several levels within the same speaker. A more structured paradigm is needed to determine whether there is a threshold for background noise that impacts CPP. Having a smartphone app that could additionally screen for background noise and tell the user to move to quieter conditions to improve accuracy would be beneficial for users trying to record in the home setting.

A. Limitations and future directions

The major objective of this work was to determine whether more naturalistic phone positions could be appropriate for smartphone acquisition of acoustic parameters. To do so, we employed participants’ own smartphones, holding positions, and natural room environments. However, utilizing realistic phone-use scenarios, which are ecologically valid, comes with limitations for experimental control. First, we were unable to assess phone type (Android-based, iPhone) due to unbalanced population distribution and symptoms between the two groups, in that those with Android-based phones were older and had more severe ratings of clinician-perceived dysphonia. Second, we could not evaluate the model of the phones due to several different phone types being owned across subjects, with different durations of ownership that may have influenced the smartphone software acquisition capabilities and/or the microphone hardware. (e.g., some phones were almost 6 years old, whereas others were newer versions). Smartphones represent rapidly developing technology that may result in different microphone specifications, amplification gain factors, and sampling rates. The ability to evaluate all combinations of smartphone specifications is limited not only due to the variety of phones on market, but also the proprietary nature of technology, where many of these specifications are not publicly available. Nevertheless, this mix of technology represents the variety of smartphones that would be expected with any app designed for clinical practice and patient use. Temporal tracking of voice quality should likely be limited to the same user and same physical phone, reducing the impact of changing technology on clinical decision making within a single patient. Third, data were collected in quiet rooms that simulated typical home recording environments, but further information is needed on louder, more controlled noise conditions during naturalistic acoustic acquisition. There may be a threshold for background noise that reduces accuracy for measures such as CPP. Further, we did not account for room reverberation time (Rakerd et al., 2018) that, when combined with background noise, has negative impacts on vocal perturbation measures (Bottalico et al., 2020). In summary, the above-described variables make it challenging to complete studies that can provide standardized recommendations and generalizations across all smartphone users. Therefore, researchers and clinicians alike should continue to evaluate best practice and guidelines as technology develops.

In addition to the above environmental and technological challenges, future investigations should also evaluate within-subject variability of phone holding position. A study that evaluates the same speaker cued to complete the same phone position over several days is needed. For example, it is likely that the cue to “hold the phone as if reading from it” results in slightly different positions each time. This variation, in combination with speaker variation (coming from natural speech variability as well as dysphonia severity that can vary even within a day) should be tested to fully understand the limitations of at-home app monitoring.

V. CONCLUSION

We determined that measures of mean $f_o$, MPT, and CPP are not impacted by phone position, making them
viable acoustic options for at-home monitoring. However, absolute CPP values are likely not comparable to clinically derived values, but relative change in CPP seems to be appropriate within-subject. Therefore, alternative phone positions may be used for the acquisition of specific voice acoustic measures. This has significant implications for future user interface designs of smartphone apps intended to record patient voices outside of the clinic. Future work should evaluate the impact of speaker variability, including variation in how someone holds the phone over multiple trials, in combination with typical fluctuations in speech parameters over several days. This is necessary to fully understand the potential for apps to provide healthcare professionals with reliable information and to tease out meaningful clinical changes in acoustics from natural variation inherent in the way the recordings were obtained.
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1The specific smartphone brand and type were reported for 21 participants enrolled in this study. These included Apple iPhone 7, 7+, 8+, XS, 11, 12, 13, 13 Pro Max; Samsung Galaxy S9, Galaxy S10e; Google Pixel 5, LG K30, K51; and Motorola Moto G Power 2021.

2Variation in smartphone sampling rate was dependent upon the recording app used. Only four participants had acoustic recordings acquired at a sampling rate of 22050 Hz, whereas the remaining 32 participants were recorded at a rate of 44100 Hz.


